You have to squeeze every drop
of value from your budget.
just like SupplyCopia does from
data.
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No one else helps you
save so much on so
many products every
single day.

What we do to data is already saving hundreds of
hospitals thousands of dollars on millions of products.
SupplyCopia’s unique Item/Data Master is built on
the firmest, most extensive data foundation. We start
with the more than 1.7 million products found on fda.
org, then supplement them with more than 200 data
sources from manufacturers, distributors, and third
parties.

And every product is thoroughly mapped at both
the category and commodity level to functionally
equivalent alternatives, detailing our findings on
demand.
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We analyze 30-160 attributes per product, successfully
addressing the challenges of item master integration,
supplier consolidation, functional equivalency

concerns, PPI, procedure cost variations, and more.
We then integrate data from disparate sources
constantly checking for authenticity and relevance,
and delivering our findings instantly.
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Here’s how the SupplyCopia Item/Data
Master works.
200 + Data Source
- Web Crawlers
- Subscription
- Data Pipes
- YouTube (Procedure video)

QA / QC
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By physicians
Machine Learning & AI tools
Algorithms
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raw data
Product
Specifications
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Data feed (Various systems)
Client ERP systems, MMIS, Order
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Management, Value Analysis, Inventory

Data Transformation
Cleaning

Data Maping

Classification (UNSPSC, Custom)

To specific sources

Coding (HCPCS, ICD-10,CPT)

Management, Item master integration,
Product standardization, Procedure
standardization, Physician preference
card management, Bill of material
standardization

More than 100 hospitals, over 260 procedure
types, consistent savings of 15%-20%.
Our proven results are already far more than a mere
drop in the glass. Updated daily and easily integrated into
both ERP and stand-alone systems, the SupplyCopia
Item/Data Master can deliver savings from day one.
To start squeezing the most value from your budget,
please contact info@supplycopia.com.

Making Healthcare Affordable, One Part at a Time

www.supplycopia.com

